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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a communications system for providing communications to a plurality of devices and specifically to a system and method for secure messaging between wireless devices and application gateway.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Due to the proliferation of wireless networks, there are a continually increasing number of wireless devices in use today. These devices include mobile telephones, personal digital assistance (PDAs) with wireless communication capabilities, two-way pagers and the like. Concurrently with the increase of available wireless devices, software applications running on such devices have increased their utility. For example, the wireless device may include an application that retrieves a weather report for a list of desired cities or an application that allows a user to shop for groceries. These software applications take advantage of the ability to transmit data over the wireless network in order to provide timely and useful services to users, often in addition to voice communication. However, due to a plethora of different types of devices, restricted resources of some devices, and complexity of delivering large amounts of data to the devices, developing software applications remains a difficult and time-consuming task.

[0003] Currently, devices are configured to communicate with Web Services through Internet-based Browsers and/or native applications. Browsers have the advantage of being adaptable to operate on a cross-platform basis for a variety of different devices, but have a disadvantage of requesting pages (screen definitions in HTML) from the Web Service, which hinders the persistence of data contained in the screens. A further disadvantage of Browsers is that the screens are rendered at runtime, which can be resource-intensive. Applications for browsers are efficient tools for designing platform independent applications. Accordingly, different runtime environments (RE), regardless of the platform, execute the same application. However, since different wireless devices have different capabilities and form factors, the application may not be executed or displayed as desired. Further, browser based application often require significant transfer bandwidth to operate efficiently, which may be costly or even unavailable for some wireless devices.

[0004] On the other hand, native applications are developed for a specific wireless device platform, thereby providing a relatively optimized application program for a runtime environment running on that platform. However, a platform dependent application introduces several drawbacks, including having to develop multiple versions of the same application and being relatively large in size, thereby taxing memory resources of the wireless device. Further, application developers need experience with programming languages such as Java and C++ to construct such native applications. European Patent 1 284 570 by B. J. Gilhuly et al. titled “System and method for pushing encrypted information between a host system and a mobile data communication device” describe a system and method for pushing information from a host system to a mobile data communication device upon sensing a triggering event. A redirector program operating at the host system enables a user to continuously redirect certain user-selected data items from the host system to the user’s mobile data communication device upon detecting that a user-defined triggering event has occurred. The redirector program operates in connection with event-generating applications and repackaging systems at the host system to configure and detect a particular user-defined event, and then to encrypt and repackager the user-selected data items in an electronic wrapper prior to pushing the data items to the mobile device.

[0005] Systems and methods disclosed herein provide a communication system for provisioning component-based applications on devices to obviate or mitigate at least some of the aforementioned disadvantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention there is provided a system for secure messaging between a wireless device and an application gateway, the system comprising an application gateway server including a message broker for communicating between the system and the device, the application gateway server configured for communication with a provisioning server and a discovery server and including an application mapping layer for effecting asymmetric encryption between the device and the application gateway and including encryption having a first set of keys for encrypting messages to the device and decryption having a second set of keys for decrypting messages from the device, wherein the first set of keys is selected in dependence upon decryption capabilities of the device, and the second set of keys is selected in dependence upon encryption capabilities of the device.

[0007] In accordance with yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of secure messaging between a wireless device and an application gateway, the method comprising the steps of connecting a device to an application mapping layer via a secure socket; and exchanging encryption keys for effecting asymmetric encryption between the device and the application gateway and including encryption having a first set of keys for encrypting messages to the device and decryption having a second set of keys for decrypting messages from the device, wherein the first set of keys is selected in dependence upon decryption capabilities of the device, and the second set of keys is selected in dependence upon encryption capabilities of the device.

[0008] Accordingly, the present invention provides an entire solution from end-to-end; combining a variety of
security patterns and technologies in a specific manner to provide a highly secure form of protecting data in a messaging style format between two endpoints on a network.

[0009] The present invention provides an optimized strength of encryption on the paths from application mapping layer to wireless device and vice versa. The present invention is also able to change in nature to suit the dynamic nature of the payload sizes and transmission rates in the mobile market.

[0010] Throughout the present patent application we are using RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) and ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) as examples of efficient two-way asymmetric algorithms and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) as an example of a symmetric algorithm.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] An embodiment of the invention will now be described by way of example only with reference to the following drawings in which:

Figure 1 is block diagram of a network facilitating wireless component applications;
Figure 2 is a detailed block diagram of the application gateway shown in figure 1;
Figure 3 is a block diagram of a security subsystem;
Figure 4 is a block diagram of a Wireless Component Architecture (WICA) communication model;
Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a communication sequence for the WICA communication model of Figure 4;
Figure 6 is a block diagram of a secure handshake in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 7 is a block diagram of a sending a secure message in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 8 is a block diagram of a data model for signed mode messaging in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 9 is a block diagram of a data model for signed and encrypted mode messaging in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; and
Figure 10 is a block diagram of a secure message container in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0012] For convenience, like numerals in the description refer to like structures in the drawings. Referring to Figure 1, a communication infrastructure is illustrated generally by numeral 100. The communication infrastructure 100 comprises a plurality of wireless devices 102, a communication network 104, an application gateway 106, and a plurality of backend services 108.

[0013] The wireless devices 102 are typically personal digital assistants (PDAs), such as a BlackBerry™ by Research in Motion for example, but may include other devices. Each of the wireless devices 102 includes a runtime environment capable of hosting a plurality of component applications.

[0014] Component applications comprise one or more data components, presentation components, and/or message components, which are written in a structured definition language such as Extensible Markup Language (XML) code. The component applications can further comprise workflow components which contain a series of instructions such as written in a subset of ECMAScript, and can be embedded in the XML in some implementations. Therefore, since the applications are compartmentalized, a common application can be written for multiple devices by providing corresponding presentation components without having to rewrite the other components. Further, large portions of the responsibility of typical applications are transferred to the runtime environment for the component applications. The details of the component applications are described at the end of this description.

[0015] The wireless devices 102 are in communication with the application gateway 106 via the communication network 104. Accordingly, the communication network 104 may include several components such as a wireless network 110, a relay 112, a corporate server 114 and/or a mobile data server 116 for relaying data between the wireless devices 102 and the application gateway 106.

[0016] The application gateway 106 comprises a gateway server 118 a provisioning server 120 and a discovery server 122. The gateway server 118 acts as a message broker between the runtime environment on the wireless devices 102 and the backend servers 108. The gateway server 118 is in communication with both the provisioning server 120 and the discovery server 122. The gateway server 118 is further in communication with a plurality of the backend servers 108, such as Web services 108a, database services 108b, as well as other enterprise services 108c, via a suitable link. For example, the gateway server 118 is connected with the Web services 108a and database services 108b via Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) respectively. Other types of backend servers 108 and their corresponding links will be apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art.

[0017] Each wireless device 102 is initially provisioned with a service book establishing various, protocols and settings, including connectivity information for the corporate server 114 and/or the mobile data server 116. These parameters may include a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for the application gateway server 118. Alternatively, if the wireless device 102 is not initially provisioned with
the URL and encryption key, they may be pushed to the wireless device 102 via the mobile data server 116. The mobile device 102 can then connect with the application gateway 106 via the URL of the application gateway server 118.

Referring to Figure 2, a more detailed view of the application gateway 106 is shown. The application gateway server 118 includes three layers of service; a base services layer 202, an application gateway services layer 204 and an application services layer 206. The application gateway server 118 further includes an administration service 208.

A provisioning service 209 and a discovery service 211 are provided by the provisioning server 120 and discovery server 120, respectively. At the lowest level, the base services layer 202 offers basic, domain independent system services to other components in higher levels. Thus, for example, all subsystems in the application gateway services layer 204 and the application services layer 206 can utilize and collaborate with the subsystems in the base services layer 202. In the present embodiment, the base services layer 202 includes a utilities subsystem 210, a security subsystem 212, a configuration subsystem 214, and a logging subsystem 216.

The application gateway services layer 204 provides wireless component application domain specific services. These services provide efficient message transformation and delivery to backend systems 108 and provide wireless device 102 and component application lifecycle management. In the present embodiment, the application gateway services layer 204 includes a lifecycle subsystem 220, a connector subsystem 222, a messaging subsystem 224, and a transformation subsystem 226.

The application services layer 206 sits at the top of the architecture and provides external program interfaces and user interfaces using subsystems provided by the lower layers. For example, various applications such as a service provider lifecycle application, a packaging application and a messaging application provide external program interfaces since they communicate primarily with applications on external systems. Similarly, an administration application provides a user interface by providing a user with the ability to access and potentially modify application gateway data and/or parameters.

The administration service 208 is responsible for administrative system messages, administration of the wireless devices 102, runtime administration of the application gateway subsystems, support and display system diagnostics, and administration of default implementations of the provisioning and discovery services.

The messaging listening application provides an interface for receiving messages from the wireless devices 102 as well as external sources and forwarding them to the messaging subsystem. Further, the messaging listening application typically authenticates that the source of the message is valid.

The security subsystem 212 providing services used by other subsystems for securing communications with the wireless device 102. In order to facilitate secure communications, the security subsystem 212 encrypts and decrypts messages, validates signatures and signs messages.

Referring to Figure 3, the security subsystem 212 is shown in greater detail. The security subsystem 212 includes a crypto interface 302, a keystore interface 304, and a signature interface 306 for interaction with the subsystems of the application gateway 106. The crypto interface 302 provides functionality allowing encrypting or decrypting messages, received from or sent to the device. The encryption/decryption algorithms are implemented such that the default algorithms can be swapped with new algorithms to change the encryption standards for the whole application gateway 106.

The keystore interface 304 facilitates generating encryption keys and storing and retrieving keys as required.

The signature interface 306 facilitates validating message signatures received as well as signing messages to be transmitted. Similarly to the encryption algorithm, the validation and signature algorithms are can be replaced with different algorithms if desired.

Packaging Application

The packaging application is provided as part of the application 230 for facilitating provisioning of component applications on the wireless devices 102. During a first request for a component application package, the packaging application processes a raw component application, also referred to as a component application bundle, and prepares it for wireless transmission. The packaging application loads the component application bundle from a specified location, typically a predefined URL, determines what security actions and processing it needs to perform, and returns a packaged component application to the provisioning service for storage.

Security actions that may need to occur include, for example, authentication of the component application bundle publisher. Authentication can be achieved by verifying the validity of the publisher’s certificate and the using the application gateway signature to sign the packaged component application. Further, a certificate may be generated within a tag by an application development tool and stored within the application bundle; this certificate of the development tool may also be verified.

The component application bundle typically includes modules such as XML definitions, mappings, application resources, and resource bundles for localization support. The XML definitions include XML coding of application data, messages, screen components and workflow. XML is used as an example of any structured definition language applicable to coding of the component applications.
The packaging application is available to external and the associate backend server or servers for facilitating communication between the runtime environment executing the component application. Further, the mapping is transmitted to the message broker for reducing the bandwidth required for transmitting the component application to the wireless device. The binary encoding is achieved using the Wireless Application Protocol Binary XML (WBXML) standard, allowing for efficient transmission of data.

The application resources include one or more resources such as images, sound, video and the like, that are packaged with the application as static dependencies. The resource bundles typically include localization information for the component application. An example of localization information includes language support, text direction, scrolling directions, dictionary and thesaurus services and the like.

Accordingly, the processing of the component application bundle includes localization using the provided resource bundle, binary encoding, marking the component application with a secure flag and uploading the packaged component application in a provided destination repository, which is typically designated by a URL. In the present embodiment, the binary encoding is performed for reducing the bandwidth required for transmitting the component application to the wireless device. The binary encoding is achieved using the Wireless Application Protocol Binary XML (WBXML) standard, although other coding schemes may be used. Yet further, it may not be required to perform binary encoding at all. Further, the mapping is transmitted to the message broker for facilitating communication between the runtime environment executing the component application and the associate backend server or servers.

The packaging application is available to external and the associate backend server or servers for facilitating communication between the runtime environment executing the component application. Further, the mapping is transmitted to the message broker for reducing the bandwidth required for transmitting the component application to the wireless device. The binary encoding is achieved using the Wireless Application Protocol Binary XML (WBXML) standard, allowing for efficient transmission of data.

The application resources include one or more resources such as images, sound, video and the like, that are packaged with the application as static dependencies. The resource bundles typically include localization information for the component application. An example of localization information includes language support, text direction, scrolling directions, dictionary and thesaurus services and the like.

Accordingly, the processing of the component application bundle includes localization using the provided resource bundle, binary encoding, marking the component application with a secure flag and uploading the packaged component application in a provided destination repository, which is typically designated by a URL. In the present embodiment, the binary encoding is performed for reducing the bandwidth required for transmitting the component application to the wireless device. The binary encoding is achieved using the Wireless Application Protocol Binary XML (WBXML) standard, although other coding schemes may be used. Yet further, it may not be required to perform binary encoding at all. Further, the mapping is transmitted to the message broker for facilitating communication between the runtime environment executing the component application and the associate backend server or servers.
The application mapping layer 600 has access to a device key database 602 for storing server public keys 604, for example ECC keys. Similarly, the mobile device 102 has a database 606 for storing device public keys 608, for example RSA keys.

Referring to Figure 7 there is illustrated in a block diagram of a sending a secure message in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The application mapping layer is shown linked to Web services 108 via a firewall 700.

In operation, once a secure handshake has been established as shown in Figure 6, a secure message can be sent either from device to server 702 or from server to device 704.

The Secure Messaging model supports independent PKI infrastructure schemes in each direction between the Mobile Device (MD) 102 to Application Mapping Layer (AML) 600. This ensures that all messages are sent in the most efficient manner while still providing a secure overall solution. By using asymmetric algorithms one can differentiate in processing costs and time for encrypting versus decrypting depending on the algorithm specification.

RSA is the most commonly used public key cryptosystem. It was developed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman in 1977. This algorithm depends on a one-way function involving the factorization of a large integer n. Where n is a product of two large prime numbers, p and q. The one-way function of RSA is to calculate n relatively easily if p and q are known. However, the inverse task of factoring a sufficiently large known n to discover its two prime factors p and q is currently computationally infeasible.

ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) is another public key cryptosystem. Both RSA and ECC can provide secure communications, however, ECC has advantages over RSA and other commonly used public key cryptosystems. RSA is based on the integer factorization problem while ECC is based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP).

ECC has the following advantages over RSA:

- ECC has a shorter key length than any other known public key cryptosystems with similar strength of security. Strength of security is said to be in terms of the time to break the cryptosystem.
- ECC is much faster for decryption than is RSA with similar strength of security.
- ECC is probably more secure than RSA, the largest RSA and ECC challenges solved being 512-bit and 108-bit respectively. The solution to 108-bit ECC challenge is believed to be the largest effort ever expended in a public-key cryptography challenge. It took four months and involved approximately 9,500 machines. The amount of work required to solve the problem was about 50 times than for the 512-bit RSA challenge.

RSA has the following advantage over ECC:
- RSA encryption times are faster that for ECC with similar strength of security.

During the handshaking process each side takes the other’s public key in trust and uses it to verify data received. These keys are both public keys but may at a later time be switched to a different specification. This approach allows the use of the algorithms that, for each transmission direction, minimize processing and over-the-air requirements for the mobile device while assuring adequate strength security.

In the secure handshake, the mobile device (MD) 102 connects to the application mapping layer (AML) 600 via a secure socket layer (SSL) to exchange keys. The SSL ensures trust between the two endpoints during the key transfer process. These keys are persisted in an encoded format on both MD and AML sides for use in all secure message transmissions.

Once exchanged, these public keys play an important role in the securing of data using the following security principles:

- Non-Repudiation / Integrity Here proof is needed that the message that was sent has come from the person who you believe it to be from. This is often accomplished using digital signatures, which makes the sender to sign some portion of data with a private key that may be verified with their public key. Integrity exists when it is verified that the message remains the same without modification as when it was sent. This is also done using digital signatures.
- Confidentiality is an easy concept for most people to understand. It is the act of keeping secrets. Confidentiality is the process of keeping information from being revealed to entities not intended to receive the information. Encryption is a common and effective way (if used correctly) to provide confidentiality of information.
- The secure messaging has a data model that supports two different security modes. Each mode supports different security principles. Depending on the security mode used, the data payload size and performance are affected. Both security modes support data signing and therefore use the public keys 604 and 608 exchanged in the handshake illustrated in Fig: 6.
- Referring to Figure 8 there is illustrated in a block diagram of a data model for signed mode messaging in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The data model 1200 for signed mode security and includes a digital signature 802 and plain text data 804. Signed mode supports the Non-Repudiation / Integrity security principles. This mode is used when you need to be sure that the contents are derived from a known source and the contents have not changed from the time the message was sent until the time the message was received.
Referring to Figure 9 is a block diagram of a data model for signed and encrypted mode messaging in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The data model 900 for signed and encrypted mode security and includes an asymmetric encrypted symmetric key 902 and symmetric encrypted data (signed data) 904.

The signed and encrypted mode supports the Non-Repudiation / Integrity and adds Confidentiality. This mode should be used when you need the same security that the signed mode provides, plus you also do not want the signature and plain text data to be visible in the clear. The confidentiality is done using symmetric key technology. In this model, an AES symmetric key is encrypted using the public key exchanged in the handshake. This AES algorithm is used in both directions. Once decrypted it is used as a bulk key to decrypt the signed data contents, which has been ciphered with an AES algorithm.

The secure messaging solution does not dictate the particular transport that should use in sending any type of data between the MD and the AML. The solution inherently allows for applications to send any such data as defined in the data model over any remote protocol. However, it does require some type of message container to define if the messages sent in the container are secure, if so what version they are using and the security mode. Following is the final format of a message containing a secure message

Referring to Figure 10 there is illustrated a block diagram of a secure message container in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The secure message container 1000 includes a security status 1002, a security version 1004, a security mode 1006, and a secured data message 1008.

Numerous modifications, variations and adaptations may be made to the particular embodiments described above without departing from the scope invention, which is defined in the claims.

Claims

1.  A system for secure messaging between a wireless device and an application gateway, the system comprising:

   an application gateway server including a message broker for communicating between the system and the device, the application gateway server configured for communication with a provisioning server and a discovery server and including an application mapping layer for effecting asymmetric encryption between the device and the application gateway and adapted to encrypt using a first set of keys for encrypting messages to the device and adapted to decrypt using a second set of keys for decrypting messages from the device;

   characterized in that

   the first set of keys is selected in dependence upon decryption capabilities of the device, and the second set of keys is selected in dependence upon encryption capabilities of the device.

2.  The system of claim 1, wherein the application mapping layer includes a secure handshake procedure.

3.  The system of claim 1, wherein the application mapping layer includes a secure message procedure.

4.  The system of claim 1, wherein the application mapping layer includes a secure message container.

5.  The system of claim 1, wherein the first set of keys comprise elliptic curve cryptography keys.

6.  The system of claim 1, wherein the second set of keys comprise RSA keys.

7.  A method of secure messaging between a wireless device and an application gateway, the method comprising the steps of:

   connecting a device to an application gateway server including an application mapping layer via a secure socket; and

   exchanging encryption keys for effecting asymmetric encryption between the device and the application gateway and including encryption having a first set of keys for encrypting messages to the device and decryption having a second set of keys for decrypting messages from the device;

   characterized in that

   the first set of keys is selected in dependence upon decryption capabilities of the device and the second set of keys is selected in dependence upon the encryption capabilities of the device.

8.  The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of encrypting a message to the device using the first set of keys and sending the message to the device.

9.  The method of claim 8, wherein the sending includes using a secure message container.

10. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of encrypting a message at the device using the second set of keys and sending the message to the application mapping layer.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the sending includes using a secure message container.
12. The method of claim 7, wherein the first set of keys comprise elliptic curve cryptography keys.

13. The method of claim 7, wherein the second set of keys comprise RSA keys.

Patentansprüche

1. System zur sicheren Nachrichtenübermittlung zwischen einer drahtlosen Vorrichtung und einem Anwendungsgateway, wobei das System:

   einen Anwendungsgatewayserver enthält, der einen Nachrichtenvermittler zum Kommunizieren zwischen dem System und der Vorrichtung einschließt, wobei der Anwendungsgatewayserver zur Kommunikation mit einem Versorgungssystem und einem Entdeckungssystem konfiguriert ist und eine Anwendungsabbildungsschicht zum Durchführen asynchroner Verschlüsselung zwischen der Vorrichtung und dem Anwendungsgateway einschließt, und dazu ausgelegt ist, unter Verwendung eines ersten Schlüsselsatzes zum Verschlüsseln von Nachrichten an die Vorrichtung zu verschlüsseln, und dazu ausgelegt ist, unter Verwendung eines zweiten Schlüsselsatzes zum Entschlüsseln von Nachrichten von der Vorrichtung zu entschlüsseln, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste Schlüsselsatz in Abhängigkeit von Entschlüsselungsfähigkeiten der Vorrichtung ausgewählt wird und der zweite Schlüsselsatz in Abhängigkeit von den Verschlüsselungsfähigkeiten der Vorrichtung ausgewählt wird.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anwendungsabbildungsschicht einen sicheren Handshake-Vorgang einschließt.

3. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anwendungsabbildungsschicht einen sicheren Nachrichtenvorgang einschließt.

4. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anwendungsabbildungsschicht einen sicheren Nachrichtenbehälter einschließt.

5. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Schlüsselsatz Schlüssel für Kryptografie mit elliptischen Kurven enthält.

6. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der zweite Schlüsselsatz RSA-Schlüssel enthält.

7. Verfahren zur sicheren Nachrichtenübermittlung zwischen einer drahtlosen Vorrichtung und einem Anwendungsgateway, wobei in dem Verfahren:

eine Vorrichtung über einen sicheren Anschluss an einen Anwendungsgatewayserver ange schlossen wird, der eine Anwendungsabbildungsschicht einschließt, und Verschlüsselungsschlüssel zum Ausführen asymmetrischer Verschlüsselung zwischen der Vorrichtung und dem Anwendungsgateway ausgetauscht werden, zur Verschlüsselung mit einem ersten Schlüsselsatz zum Verschlüsseln von Nachrichten an die Vorrichtung und zur Entschlüsselung mit einem zweiten Schlüsselsatz zum Entschlüsseln von Nachrichten von der Vorrichtung, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste Schlüsselsatz in Abhängigkeit von Entschlüsselungsfähigkeiten der Vorrichtung ausgewählt wird und der zweite Schlüsselsatz in Abhängigkeit von den Verschlüsselungsfähigkeiten der Vorrichtung ausgewählt wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei in dem Verfahren ferner unter Verwendung des ersten Schlüsselsatzes eine Nachricht an die Vorrichtung verschlüsselt wird und die Nachricht an die Vorrichtung gesendet wird.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Senden die Verwendung eines sicheren Nachrichtenbehälters einschließt.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei in dem Verfahren ferner unter Verwendung des zweiten Schlüsselsatzes eine Nachricht an der Vorrichtung verschlüsselt wird und die Nachricht an die Anwendungsabbildungsschicht gesendet wird.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei das Senden die Verwendung eines sicheren Nachrichtenbehälters einschließt.


Revendications

1. Système pour messagerie sécurisée entre un dispositif sans fil et une passerelle applicative, le système comprenant :

   un serveur de passerelle applicative comportant un courtier de message pour communiquer entre le système et le dispositif, le serveur de passerelle applicative configuré pour communiquer
avec un serveur de mise en service et un serveur de découverte et comportant une couche de mappage applicatif pour effectuer un cryptage asymétrique entre le dispositif et la passerelle applicative et apte au cryptage en utilisant un premier ensemble de clés pour crypter des messages allant vers le dispositif et apte au décryptage en utilisant un second ensemble de clés pour décrypter des messages en provenance du dispositif ;

**caractérisé en ce que**

le premier ensemble de clés est sélectionné en fonction de capacités de décryptage du dispositif, et le second ensemble de clés est sélectionné en fonction de capacités de cryptage du dispositif.

2. Système de la revendication 1, dans lequel la couche de mappage applicatif comporte une procédure d’établissement de liaison sécurisée.

3. Système de la revendication 1, dans lequel la couche de mappage applicatif comporte une procédure de messages sécurisés.

4. Système de la revendication 1, dans lequel la couche de mappage applicatif comporte un conteneur de messages sécurisés.

5. Système de la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier ensemble de clés comprend des clés de cryptographie sur courbes elliptiques.

6. Système de la revendication 1, dans lequel le second ensemble de clés comprend des clés RSA.

7. Procédé de messagerie sécurisée entre un dispositif sans fil et une passerelle applicative, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- connecter un dispositif à un serveur de passerelle applicative comportant une couche de mappage applicatif à travers une interface de connexion sécurisée ; et
- échanger des clés de cryptage pour effectuer un cryptage asymétrique entre le dispositif et la passerelle applicative et comportant un cryptage ayant un premier ensemble de clés pour crypter des messages allant vers le dispositif et un décryptage ayant un second ensemble de clés pour décrypter des messages en provenance du dispositif ;

**caractérisé en ce que**

le premier ensemble de clés est sélectionné en fonction de capacités de décryptage du dispositif et le second ensemble de clés est sélectionné en fonction de capacités de cryptage du dispositif.

8. Procédé de la revendication 7, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à crypter un message allant vers le dispositif en utilisant le premier ensemble de clés et envoyer le message au dispositif.

9. Procédé de la revendication 8, dans lequel l’envoi comporte le fait d’utiliser un conteneur de messages sécurisés.

10. Procédé de la revendication 7, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à crypter un message au niveau du dispositif en utilisant le second ensemble de clés et envoyer le message à la couche de mappage applicatif.

11. Procédé de la revendication 10, dans lequel l’envoi comporte le fait d’utiliser un conteneur de messages sécurisés.

12. Procédé de la revendication 7, dans lequel le premier ensemble de clés comprend des clés de cryptographie sur courbes elliptiques.

13. Procédé de la revendication 7, dans lequel le second ensemble de clés comprend des clés RSA.
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